
T
he Tower Tandoori has been a
reputable institution for three
generations and 2018 marks its 40th
anniversary. A strong pillar of the
community and proud to be so, the
Tower Tandoori was founded in 1978

by Ali, then taken over by his son Shab Uddin
and is now run by his grandson and third
generation of the family, Suhel Ahmed.

This is a role model restaurant business,
which is proud to serve good food in a
welcoming atmosphere and provide a friendly
service with a personal touch. The Tower

Tandoori is highly recommended by reputable
food guides and directories. Here are some of
their most recent reviews:

“Simply the best” ★★★★★
“This was our third visit to this restaurant

and once again it was excellent. The food is of
high quality and staff is the friendliest. I don’t
think I’ve ever been to a friendlier place than
this restaurant. Service was the best so was
the time in between meals.

“The restaurant celebrates its 40th birthday
and it really doesn’t surprise me they’ve been
in business this long. Tower tandoori I salute
you and here’s to another 40 years.”

Reviewed by Bruggeling77 (Nov 2018)
“Top quality local Indian restaurant”

★★★★★
“This place is really a local institution. As

others have said it’s now 40 years old and that
says a lot about its enduring qualities.

“As well as offering your traditional
favourites it also has some specialities to try.
Last week we deviated from our usual
favourite curries (the dhansak and jalfrezi
which are great if you like hot dishes) and
tried the tandoori salmon and the mixed grill.
Both dishes were superb – the chicken, lamb
and prawns were cooked perfectly –
beautifully moist and still sizzling as they

arrived.
“The salmonwas delicately spiced and very

tasty, too. I’ve eaten such dishes in so many
places but this was as good as I’ve had
anywhere, so we are very lucky to have it
virtually on our doorstep.”

Reviewed by Segaria226 (Oct 2018)
“Very friendly, very busy, very good.”

★★★★★
“For the first time in a few months we went

to downtown Bermondsey to dine at Tower
Tandoori. It’s their 40th anniversary and they
have an anniversary menu.

“It was busy, busy, busy and the welcome
was as warm and friendly as ever. One (of
many) remarkable things about it is that you
get families, friends, romantic couples (of all
varieties), colleagues, partners in crime
(metaphorical and perhaps literal), and it
suits them all.”

Reviewed by M9B (Aug 2018)
“Consistently Good” ★★★★★
“Another wonderful visit to Tower

Tandoori. The service is first class, we are
always made to feel very welcome and we are
never hurried or rushed when it comes to
making food choices.

“The food is consistently good and all the
staff are happy to provide recommendations

and offer alternatives. Keep up the good work
guys.”

Reviewed by janeo3865 (May 2018)

Tower Tandoori - celebrating 40
years at the top of the tower
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